ADD-665 Wireless Headset
which is your colour?

ADDCOM Contact Solutions eye-catching ADD-665 wireless headset allows you to colour your headset. Colours can easily identify a person’s or team’s headset or simply be used to express individual flare.

The coloured ear plates are user changeable. Your headset will arrive with a black ear plate and your choice of a second coloured ear plate.

With a sense of comfort that lasts all day and technology allowing you to move up to 100 metres from the base station, the ADD-665 also provides up to 8 hours continuous talk time.

Noise cancelling technology gives clear conversations during calls and Acoustic Shock Protection safeguards users against acoustic shock and sudden surges in sound.

The ADD-665 uses technology you can trust allowing connection to a wide range of handset devices including Cisco, Avaya, Alcatel, Panasonic, Polycom, Siemens and Yealink without difficulty.*

Never miss another call with the ADD-665.

* EHS Cord required for some applications.

More details online at www.addcom.com
Features

Connection Style  Desk phone
Wireless technology  DECT
Compatibility  Any fixed line corded phone
Wearing style  Ear hook
SUREFIT HEADBAND
DSP  Digital signalling processing (DSP)
Microphone style  Noise cancelling
Pairing  Automatic
Microphone mute  On headset
On Base
Volume control  On headset - receiving
Talk time  8 hours
Colour plates  Red
Pink
Orange
Gold
Blue
Green

Battery recharge  4 hours
Standby time  50 hours
Range  100 metres (depending on office setup)
LED indicators - Base  Battery
In-use
Mute
LED indicator - Headset  In-use
Handset lifter  Compatible
Electronic Hook Switch  External port
Digital encryption  Provides secure conversations
Headset weight  27 grams
Warranty  2 years †
† 12 month warranty on Batteries

ACCESSORIES

Replacement headband  ADD-HB685
Replacement earhook  ADD-EH685
Ear plate Red  ADD-DP-RE
Ear plate Pink  ADD-DP-PI
Ear plate Orange  ADD-DP-OR
Ear plate Gold  ADD-DP-GO
Ear plate Green  ADD-DP-GR
Ear plate Blue  ADD-DP-BL

COMPATIBILITY

Handset Lifter  ADD-699
Alcatel EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-AL-00
Avaya EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-AV-00
Cisco EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-CI-00
Panasonic EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-PA-00
Polycom EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-PO-00
Siemens EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-SI-00
Smartphone EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-SM-00
Yealink EHS Cord  ADD-EHS-YE-00

PART NUMBER

ADD-685 Wireless Headset  ADD-665

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
salesau@addcom.com
61 2 8877 5600
www.addcom.com